INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

1. Listen, there is ----- at the door.
   A) somebody
   B) anything
   C) everybody
   D) nothing

2. Is ----- ready? Yes, we are all here.
   A) nobody
   B) something
   C) somewhere
   D) everybody

3. Do you know ----- good to eat at?
   A) anywhere
   B) anybody
   C) everything
   D) everybody

4. I see ----- on the screen, but I can't tell what it is.
   A) anywhere
   B) everybody
   C) something
   D) nothing

5. Has ----- seen my dictionary?
   A) anyone
   B) everything
   C) nowhere
   D) something

6. I believe ----- can cook like my mom, she is the best.
   A) nothing
   B) anything
   C) somewhere
   D) no one

7. I am so bored in my class, ----- ever talks to me.
   A) anything
   B) nobody
   C) somewhere
   D) everybody

8. Have you bought ----- that I asked for.
   A) anywhere
   B) nobody
   C) everything
   D) somewhere

9. The bag was completely empty. There was ----- in it.
   A) nothing
   B) somewhere
   C) anybody
   D) something

10. I need ----- to spend the night tonight.
    A) anybody
    B) somewhere
    C) everywhere
    D) nothing

11. I cannot find my wallet; ---- must have taken it.
    A) anybody
    B) somewhere
    C) someone
    D) nothing

12. ---- can drive like you, you are the best.
    A) Anybody
    B) No one
    C) Everywhere
    D) Nothing

13. I have ---- to do, I am so bored nowadays.
    A) anybody
    B) somewhere
    C) everywhere
    D) nothing

14. I have looked ----, but I cannot find my pen.
    A) anybody
    B) somewhere
    C) everywhere
    D) nothing